https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OYWH2Y_0Qc

No need to comment. This video talks for itself. What is there to comment about further? Throwing grenades on innocents, women, unarmed civilians and knocking DISABLED people off of wheel chairs.

This they call "war". This is no different how criticism or a stance of angry hostility (which is normal after all the jews have done) and talking against them is called a death threat, an attack to jews, judgement is called 6 trillion deaths and the list goes on, thinking against them is an equal attempt to wipe them off the universe. Because that's how the jews feel about it and you must, in the jewish mind, die and shut up. You have no right to judge the self-proclaimed G-d's of the Planet, the illegitimate reptilian children of JHVH. But this is the jew. Don't get in the way of his plans, or the otherwise poor and persecuted sorry weak people, they are ready to kill and worse. A "poor Rabbi" has a message for you:

"If you chose to become an open group of anti-Semites, your days will be numbered. Someone from the jewish forces will take you out..." Then he plays the victim, after making the death threats to anyone judging Israel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOlGCp6KGTe

To anyone who supports them, shame on them. Literally.

_______________________________


An Israeli police officer pushed a disabled Palestinian man out of his wheelchair on Sunday in the West Bank city of Hebron.

Footage captured on a mobile phone shows the officer knocking 53 year old Majed al-Fakhoury backwards and sending him sprawling into the street as a crowd looks on.

The incident happened after a 14 year old girl was shot, after she had allegedly tried to stab an Israeli policeman.

Mr. al-Fakhoury said he had been trying to reach the girl to attempt first aid.

The officer told him to turn back and when he refused, the officer proceeded to tip his chair, forcing him to the floor.
“He then turned me over and my head hit the ground,” al-Fakhouri told The Daily Telegraph.

Members of the shocked crowd then rush to al-Fakhouri’s aid, before another officer is seen pointing his gun in a man’s face and a stun grenade is thrown towards those looking on.

The explosive device which detonated moments later sent the onlookers running away.

Israeli police spokesman Micky Rosenfeld said the incident was being investigated. The girl who was shot, Yasmin A-Tamimi was taken to hospital in a serious condition.